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Luxury Box Spring Beds



   mm

We sleep every night of our lives. Somnus quite
simply has one aim, to make every bed the
ultimate in luxury, to deliver superior sleep comfort
for the rest of your life. The Somnus team of sleep
specialists are passionate and dedicated to produce
only the very best sumptuous mattress quality for
total support, comfort and longevity. Nature interwoven
with comfort enables a pure sleeping experience to
help revitalise the mind and body for a deeper
more luxurious sleep. 
sleep  recharge  revitalise 
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the best natural sleep possible

Founder William Rhodes 1840

Fit for the Queen Long established heritage

history of excellence

omnus have a long established and rich

heritage in lu ury bed manufacturing

 history of e cellence and years of

e perience since  combine uni ue

spring design  construction techni ues and

the very best natural materials to ma e

omnus leading producers of bed

design integrity  n the heart of or shire

ngland  five generations of family have

continued to produce the very highest

uality and technically advanced bed

systems in the world  from their

dedicated state of the art purpose built

manufacturing facility  to deliver the

ultimate sleeping e perience   

ll beds in he omnus upremacy ollection are

guaranteed for five years  n the unli ely event of a

defect becoming apparent  in either the craftsman

building process or materials used  the product will

be repaired or replaced free of charge at the

discretion of omnus  

All claims under guarantee should be made through the retailer where the bed was purchased.

Please note: Settlement of fillings is normal in hand made mattresses manufactured with
generous layers of natural upholstery.

Somnus reserve the right to change specifications without prior notice as part of our continuous
improvement policy. Colours are as accurate as printing processes allow.

guarantee
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The Somnus sleep team only select the finest natural
upholstery materials and carefully layer into each bed,
to ensure supreme comfort for the most healthy sleeping
environment possible, maintaining perfect temperature
control all night. At the top of the range, Somnus blend the
finest Egyptian cotton and highest quality locally produced
wool for breathability, together with hand teased horsehair
to channel away moisture and maintain a healthy, fresh,
well ventilated bed. Ultimately, Somnus include
the most luxurious fillings of silk, mohair and
cashmere renowned for their purity, softness
and exquisite feel.

natures  finest materials

ach divan bed base  in the omnus upremacy ollection

has been specially designed to wor  in harmony with each

sumptuous mattress

dge uard is a technically advanced sprung edge base

system developed by omnus sleep specialists to provide

a uni ue combination of edge to edge support

he dge uard ase ystem

egis is an invisible  revolutionary

anti microbial and anti dustmite

technology  which is totally safe

for humans and the environment

he uni ue nano coating deactivates

micro organisms on contact  effectively

controlling dustmites  which are a

ma or contributor to allergic reactions

and asthma  ith  applied to each and every

omnus mattress a permanent optimal active freshness

and hygiene  for a better and healthier uality of life

is guaranteed

egis nti ustmite rotection

omnus have specially developed omte  a

uni ue high performance  breathable mattress fabric

which is available on selected models

oven with a uni ue combination of  natural viscose

and  pure erino wool  for supreme comfort and

breathability  his lu ury fabric controls temperature and

wor s in total harmony with the sleepers  body and

sleeping positions  omte  is woven with stretch

characteristics which gives a softer feel and wor s with

the movement of the body to provide the ultimate

breathable support for a perfect night s sleep

BREATHABLE  FABRIC  TECHNOLOGY
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The Somnus farm resource 

“Nestling in the beautiful Wharfe Valley

you will find The Somnus Farm, our very

own unique natural fillings resource.

The farm provides the environment and

opportunity to bring our vision to grow a

diverse variety of traditional fibres

which are sustainable, recyclable and

biodegradable, into reality. Product

integrity is total at Somnus with quality

controlled to the highest standards to

make the purest fillings blends to produce

the best sleep systems in the world,

together with our commitment of caring

for the environment”   

Simon Spinks  
anaging irector

Yorkshire Dales Eco Wool Herdwick Eco Wool British Wool Egyptian Cotton Natural Horsehair Silk Mohair Cashmere Hemptex

ach mattress in the omnus upremacy ollection is

finished with either two  three or four rows of hand sewn or

side stitched borders  depending on the choice of model

his process is vital and carried out by highly s illed

craftsmen to secure the mattress border to the ensa i

ntelligent oc et springs  creating an unsurpassed level

of mattress integrity and edge to edge sleeping comfort

or fresh air circulation nic el plated ventilators are fitted to

each upremacy mattress  ll handles are ag stitched for

strength and easy mattress turning

attress orders

entilators and andles

ach bed in he upremacy ollection may be specified

as the ip  in  option where the bed is made

in two halves

his enables each mattress to be made with either

regular or firmer support to suit the sleepers

individual preference

he beds are easily connected together by a specialist

ip system or may be separated for use as single beds

for guests should the re uirement arise

his option is also e tremely useful for installation into

bedrooms or a house where access is limited  

ip and in

omnus lu ury mattress toppers  have been e pertly

designed to complement any bed in the upremacy

ollection creating an e tra comfort layer for sublime

support  comfort and added protection

he models in the range all contain uni ue ensa i

ntelligent oc et springs to specifically ensure that the

topper will maintain total integrity

ach model contains either or shire ales eco wool

erdwic  eco wool or pure ritish wool carefully

blended with the most sumptuous natural upholstery

fillings to provide the perfect combination of cushioning

softness and the most gentle support possible

u ury oppers

options  features
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unique wool fillings 

omnus sleep specialists have meticulously

created uni ue wool blends  from specific

sheep breeds  to develop superior wool

fillings  each with individual characteristics

for different models in the upremacy

ollection  or shire ales eco wool from

waledale sheep oc s  erdwic  eco wool

from sheep native to the umbrian fells

and ritish wool from sheep nurtured on

selected ritish farms  are all carefully

developed for their uni ue inherent

characteristics of softness  resilience

support and breathability  hese uni ue

wool fillings are blended with the very best

natural upholstery  to wor  in total harmony

with ensa i  ntelligent oc et springs

ma ing the ultimate model choices for

individual needs and total sleep lu ury

Somnus are at the forefront of pocket spring design technology
and have designed the Supremacy range so each model offers
a higher number of springs, which means a more supportive,
comfortable sleeping surface. Somnus sleep specialists have
designed the technically superior Sensa iP Intelligent Pocket
spring system, where the springs move independently of each
other, dissipating the sleepers’ weight across a higher number
of springs to support and contour with the body shape,
creating fewer pressure points. These unique springs
are produced in the dedicated Somnus
state of the art manufacturing facility,
ensuring the very best luxury bed

integrity possible.

state of the art spring technology

KNIGHTSBRIDGE* MALMO ROMA MONTPELLIER

NAVARRO NICE OSLO ZEN

Each headboard design is available in the distinctive
elegance of the full depth Continental or the Classic
Strutted options.

CONTINENTAL DESIGN OPTION CLASSIC STRUTTED DESIGN OPTION
hese are ust a selection of an e tensive headboard range

ee your local omnus stoc ist for full details

he strutted headboard option is only available in the nly available in ontinental option 
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unique pocket
spring design 

Through engineering excellence and state

of the art spring technology Somnus

manufacture their patented machinery, to

offer more springs in each mattress, for

more support and even more comfort, than

probably any other bed in the world.

Exclusive to Somnus, the shape and size of

each Sensa iP Intelligent Pocket spring is

unique, allowing a higher number to be

incorporated into each Supremacy hand made

bed, for total comfort, resilience and support,

to deliver a long term investment in sleep

luxury. The individual pocket springs are

layered, to create a multi-tiered system, with

either regular or firmer support to provide

greater individual comfort preferences.

headboards

ASHFORDASHFORD BEDFORDBEDFORD BERGENBERGEN CHELSEA*CHELSEA*

CHURCHILL*CHURCHILL* CLARIDGECLARIDGE GARDAGARDA HAREWOOD*HAREWOOD*

Each headboard in the Somnus Collection is luxuriouslyEach headboard in the Somnus Collection is luxuriously
upholstered in contemporary or traditional designsupholstered in contemporary or traditional designs
developed to offer more choice for individualsdeveloped to offer more choice for individuals
to create their very own style statement.to create their very own style statement.
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luxury handmade beds 

omnus master craftsmen hand ma e

every bed  e pertly building and layering

sumptuous natural upholstery fillings with

uni ue ensa i  ntelligent oc et springs

for the perfect and most lu urious sleeping

e perience possible  he long established

hand ma ing techni ues from generations

of craftsmen since  still continue today

improving with the omnus technical

advances  to ensure each and every

bed delivers the very best natural

sleeping lu ury  for the rest of your life  

housands of ensa i  ntelligent oc et springs wor  

in total harmony with sumptuous layers of omnus 

or shire ales eco wool  sourced from sheep oc s 

nurtured in the heart of waledale in the or shire 

ales  ni ue to omnus this wool has been developed 

for its pure  soft  supportive and springy ualities and is 

e pertly blended with the finest natural fillings of 

gyptian cotton  hand teased white horsehair  mohair  

sil  and cashmere  ma ing mbassador the ultimate 

handcrafted bed for the highest level of e uisite 

comfort possible

 state of the art ensa i  ntelligent oc et 

springs offer unprecedented levels of support with 

 in the mattress and  in the dge uard base  

he specially designed  technically advanced sprung 

edge base system provides a uni ue combination of 

comfort and edge to edge support

he deep mattress has four rows of hand stitching to 

the border  with a lu urious cover of specially woven 

wool rich  breathable omte  fabric  mbassador shown in alant harteuse fabric  estminster  headboard

Sleep SystemSleep System

BREATHABLE  FABRIC  TECHNOLOGY

hoose from the e tensive
collection of lu urious te tures
and colour shades from the

omnus fabric range  to
beautifully enhance your choice
of base and headboard for
any model in the upremacy

ollection  creating your own
individual loo  to co ordinate
within any bedroom style

lu ury fabrics
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enerous deep lu urious layers of or shire ales eco 

wool  developed on the omnus farm in the beautiful 

harfedale valley  are blended with the softest natural 

upholstery fillings including gyptian cotton  springy

hand teased white horsehair  delicate mohair  sil  and 

cashmere  ma ing mperial a sumptuously comfortable  

breathable and supportive bed  unli e any other

sleep system

he specially designed dge uard technically advanced 

sprung edge base system provides a uni ue combination of 

comfort and edge to edge support  ith  springs in the 

base and  springs in the mattress  ma ing an overall 

spring count of  ensa i  ntelligent oc et springs  to 

create an e clusive level of e ceptional comfort

he deep mattress has four rows of hand stitching to the 

border  with a lu urious cover of specially woven wool 

rich  breathable omte  fabric

mperial shown in hic ilver fabric  oma  headboard

mperial  Sleep System

BREATHABLE  FABRIC  TECHNOLOGY
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egend shown in hic in  fabric  helsea  headboard

egend  Sleep System

BREATHABLE  FABRIC  TECHNOLOGY

egend is a high uality sleep system with attention 

to detail ta en at every stage of the hand ma ing 

process  by dedicated and e perienced omnus 

master craftsmen  ayer upon layer of the softest 

gyptian cotton and or shire ales eco wool  

selected for breathability and naturally springy 

hand teased horsehair are combined with the lu ury 

of mohair and sil  hese pure natural fibres create 

the uni ue uperior lend  of upholstery fillings to 

maintain an ambient temperature  ma ing egend a 

lu urious sleeping environment

he  ensa i  ntelligent oc et springs 

support and gently form to the sleepers  body shape  

with  in the mattress and  in the specially 

designed dge uard base for a perfect level

of comfort

he deep mattress has four rows of hand stitching to 

the border  with a lu urious cover of specially woven 

wool rich  breathable omte  fabric
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iscount shown in alborg utty fabric  erne  headboard

iscount  Sleep System

BREATHABLE  FABRIC  TECHNOLOGY

he deeply sumptuous iscount mattress is 

generously layered with natural upholstery fillings 

combined to create the uni ue uperior lend  

or shire ales eco wool  from sheep gra ing the 

beautiful fields of or shire in the heart of ngland  

the finest gyptian cotton  hand teased horsehair 

together with lu urious mohair and sil  ensure 

these pure fillings  chosen for their natural ualities 

of breathability  resilience and support  ma e the 

most perfect sleep system possible

housands of ensa i  ntelligent oc et springs 

cradle the sleepers  body with  in the mattress 

and  in the uni ue dge uard base ma ing a 

total of  springs  for unsurpassed head to toe 

support and comfort

our rows of hand stitching to the border complete 

the deep mattress covered in the lu urious feel of 

specially woven wool rich  breathable omte  fabric
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he overeign special edition model  incorporates 

individual wool ualities  carefully selected and hand 

teased to offer greater levels of sumptuous support and 

e uisite comfort  oft and springy or shire ales eco 

wool from the heart of waledale and resilient erdwic  

eco wool from the umbrian fells in the nglish a e 

istrict are e pertly combined and then blended with 

gyptian cotton to create this special wool bed

he state of the art omnus ensa i  ntelligent oc et 

spring system wor s in total harmony with the lu urious 

natural fillings  ma ing the ideal combination of e tra 

softness and support

 total of  responsive ensa i  ntelligent oc et 

springs with  springs in the mattress and  

springs in the technically advanced dge uard base 

offers e cellent comfort from edge to edge

he integrity of the mattress is outstanding with four 

rows of hand stitching to the border  finished with a 

lu urious soft feel woven amas  fabric  overeign shown in aomi orn fabric  slo  headboard

Sleep SystemSleep System
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he ar uis model is a sleep system that 

provides total support  beautifully handmade by 

the e perienced team of omnus master craftsmen  

he finest gyptian cotton and or shire ales eco 

wool are e pertly blended with natural horsehair for 

breathability and lu urious mohair to create this 

supreme sleep system

he multi tiered ensa i  ntelligent oc et springs 

comfortably dissipate the sleepers  weight across 

the sleep surface  with  springs in the 

mattress  which wor  in complete harmony with the 

 in the specially designed omnus dge uard 

base  ma ing a total of  springs to provide the 

very best support and comfort

he deeply lu urious mattress is finished with four 

rows of side stitching to the border  with a high 

uality soft feel woven amas  fabricar uis shown in hic elum fabric  ictoria  headboard

ar uis  Sleep System
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nly the finest natural fillings are selected for 

the ountess sleep system  atural wool fibres 

are nown to be the best regulator of body 

temperature during sleep  maintaining a 

comfortable and rela ing sleeping environment  

he remier lend  of gyptian cotton  with 

ritish wool sourced from selected farms and the 

resilient erdwic  eco wool from the nglish a e 

istrict  is layered with the purest mohair and sil  

to deliver the most supportive and perfect 

night s sleep

 total of  responsive and supportive ensa 

i  ntelligent oc et springs  with  springs 

in the mattress and  springs in the 

dge uard base produces an e cellent level of 

support  he lu ury mattress has three rows of 

side stitching to the border  finished with a 

lu urious soft handle woven amas  fabricountess shown in alant latinum fabric  edford  headboard

Sleep SystemSleep System
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omnus have studied the re uirements of those 

who prefer additional e tra support and have 

developed rtho are to recognise the

necessity for a higher level of comfort  omnus 

master craftsmen are totally committed to superior 

uality using hand crafting s ills gained from years of 

e perience since  and now have e pertly 

blended natural cotton  erdwic  eco wool  ritish 

wool  mohair and alalay late  into the rtho are 

mattress to deliver e ceptional comfort  he layers of 

natural upholstery  together with over  ensa i  

ntelligent oc et springs create an enviable sleep 

system with  springs in the mattress and  

springs in the technologically advanced

dge uard sprung edge base

or durability and integrity the mattress borders

are finished with three rows of side stitching

with a lu urious soft feel woven amas  fabric rtho are shown in aomi inen fabric  avello  headboard

rtho are  Sleep System
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his beautifully hand crafted bed provides the perfect 

combination of comfort and support  omnus sleep 

specialists have sourced ritish wool from selected 

farms and carefully blended with erdwic  eco wool

to create the elect lend  of natural upholstery fillings 

for resilience and softness  designed to totally cradle 

the sleepers  body  atural cotton is also included for 

moisture absorbency together with sumptuous mohair 

for its lu urious ualities  ensuring ewel is a sleep 

system made to deliver a high level of comfort

 total spring count of  ensa i  ntelligent oc et 

springs  with  springs in the mattress and  

springs in the dge uard base allows total support and 

head to toe lu ury

he integrity of the mattress is perfect with three rows of 

side stitching to the border  finished with a high uality 

soft handle woven amas  fabric ewel shown in hic ole fabric  eorge  headboard

Sleep SystemSleep System
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iplomat shown in alborg inen fabric  ertford  headboard

iplomat  Sleep System

he iplomat model offers a firmer level of comfort 

with the uni ue esilient lend  of natural upholstery 

fillings  incorporating cotton  blended with resilient 

erdwic  eco wool  ritish wool and empte  

developed on the omnus farm  he omnus sleep 

team have created this uni ue bed to bring together a 

superior combination of springs and upholstery fillings 

to ma e a beautifully handcrafted bed of e ceptional 

sleep lu ury and integrity

he highest level of craftsmanship ensures that the 

 ensa i  ntelligent oc et springs wor  in 

harmony with the sleepers  body weight  with  in 

the mattress and  in the dge uard base to 

provide the right balance of responsive springs

for total support

he uality mattress has two rows of side stitching 

to the border  finished with a top uality soft handle 

woven amas  fabric
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egent shown in anvas loud fabric  omo  headboard

Sleep SystemSleep System

he perfect combination of soft  springy and supportive 

natural upholstery ensures the egent mattress provides 

a lu urious sleep surface  achieved by incorporating 

the uni ue omfort lend  of upholstery fillings  

uperior ritish wool selected for its inherent uality

of breathability is combined with the finest natural 

cotton for moisture absorbency together with empte  

for a lifetime of support and comfort

he specification of  state of the art ensa i  

ntelligent oc et springs which are designed and 

made in the specialised omnus manufacturing facility 

in or shire  ngland  produces this e cellent sleep 

system with  springs in the high uality mattress 

and  springs in the dge uard base

he mattress has two rows of side stitching to the 

border  finished with a lu urious soft feel woven 

amas  fabric
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he iceroy is an elegant hand crafted model  which 

evenly distributes the sleepers  weight across the 

uality mattress surface  to give e cellent support  

he omfort lend  of upholstery fillings include 

ritish wool for breathability allowing air to ow 

through the mattress  together with natural cotton 

and empte  to create a temperature controlled  

sleeping environment

he total of  ensa i  ntelligent oc et springs 

wor  independently of each other  with  springs in 

this uality mattress and  springs in the specially 

designed dge uard base ensures a superb level

of sleeping lu ury

he mattress has two rows of side stitching to the 

border  finished with a high uality  soft feel woven 

amas  fabric   iceroy shown in hic la  fabric  shford  headboard

iceroy  Sleep System
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reate your very own uni ue
bed for the ultimate sleeping
environment  hoose the bed
model with mattress uality
preference  together with
headboard style and base
option  in your choice of fabric
colour shade and te ture  to
create your personal

sleep sanctuary

    

create your own sleep sanctuary

Choose your headboard

hoose from the range of headboards

in contemporary or traditional design

alternatives  each available in the full

depth ontinental or the lassic

trutted options  

Choose your fabric

elect your personal choice

of colour shade and te ture from any

of the lu ury fabric options to

beautifully tailor and complement the

headboard and the base style chosen

Choose your mattress 

hoose from any model in the

upremacy ollection  which are all

uni uely comfortable and supportive

ach mattress is designed for your

personal preference and can be

specified as either regular or

firmer support

Storage options 

here practicality is important  choose

from the drawer options below to suit

your individual needs  only available on

the traditional deep base

Zip & Link option 

his option is the one to specify with  
the mattress made in two halves which 
enables each mattress to be made in  
regular or firmer support to satisfy each 
sleepers  individual preference

Bespoke 

ll the beds in he upremacy

ollection are hand made and may be

ordered in a non standard si e to suit

your individual re uirements

Divanstead on legs option 

hoose this base for a

more contemporary loo  with

the stylish co ordinated

solid wood legs fitted as standard

Traditional deep base option

his traditional style of base is fitted

with smooth running metal castors

and may be specified with any of the

storage drawer options available
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SINGLE: 0cm /100cm x 190cm  

DOUBLE: 1 c  x 190cm

KINGSIZE: 1 0cm x 200c

 KING : 180cm  x 200cm 

ZIP & LINK: 1 0cm 200cm Non standard sizes are available to suit

individual requirements

pecifications

MODEL BLEND

 22 00  ows EXCLUSIVE

 2 600  ows EXCLUSIVE

 1 00  ows SUPERIOR

 16200  ows SUPERIOR

 1 600  ows UNIQUE WOOL

 14400  ows SUPREME

 400  ows PREMIER

 0 00  ows SELECT

 600  ows SELECT

 6660  ows RESILIENT

 6060  ows COMFORT

 4260  ows COMFORT
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estland oad  eeds    
est or shire  

elephone    

a    

www.somnus.co.uk

caring for our
environment 

omnus now that care of the environment is vital and therefore at every
stage of our land use  production and manufacturing processes  we

consider with responsibility everything that we do

e are committed to a reduced carbon footprint  growing our own
resources locally where possible and not sourcing from distant continents
by so doing  effectively reducing unnecessary transport miles  his means
we have less impact on the environment in terms of emissions  moving to
our goal of a neutral carbon output  creating a positive impact on our
environment and also playing our part in the maintenance of a

healthy planet

omnus are pleased to be recognised as accountable for the integrity of
the manufacturing processes employed in the ma ing of our

mattress products  

lso  it is an important fact that because we trac  the history of our
materials and understand the eco benefits of why they have been chosen
we can therefore assure that mattresses made with fillings produced in our

factory are biodegradable

ur eco friendly development will continue with plans for the immediate
future to include the sourcing of timber from sustainable local forests and

soon to create our own hardwood and softwood tree plantations

e loo  forward to a healthy sustainable future together and recognise
environmental integrity is a crucial element in what we do in improving
sleep technology and to protect our world  now and for the generations to
come - naturally.
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